5.1
Characteristics of Industrial Revolution (IR)
How IR came around
Where IR started and spread to. Why it didn’t spread elsewhere.
Pop pop in IR
Tech in IR and second IR
Suez and Panama Canals. Why they matter.
Protestant work ethic
Domestic system
Urbanization
Adam Smith and his influence on IR
Characteristics of capitalism and communism
Why capitalism/IR didn’t spread to Ottoman Empire and Qing China
How that led to the fall of both
Financial causes of IR
Mill’s influence on IR
Details about Mills’ ideas
Whitney
The transportation revolution
How IR changed society
Bourgeoisie/proletariat
What life was like for workers at the strt of the IR
New family model in IR
Meiji Restoration
2nd Industrial Revolution. How it was different from the first. When it happened.
Things to know about capitalism and communism:
The father of each
Why each of them “will work”
The major aspects of each
The involvement of the gov in each
Criticisms of each
Marx’s idea that history has been a history or class struggle
5.3
Nationalism
How enlightment led to revolutions
Rousseau (don’t worry about the handout on Rousseau)
Locke
Montesquieu
Hobbes
How each of the following show enlightenment ideals and their correlation to revolution:
American Declaration of Independence
French Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen
Jamaica Letter
How the enlightenment led to the changing of social structure
The relationship between Marathas and Mughals in India
Revolutions you need to know:
American
Haitian
Mexican #1, #2
Venezuelan
“Brazilian”
Boxer Rebellion

Taiping Rebellion
Sepoy Mutiny
You don’t need to know all of the details from the powerpoint. Instead, focus on why they matter
and how they changed the status quo. Also, how the enlightenment influenced each.
Also, what caused each revolution
Positives and negatives of the rule of Napoleon
How Napoleon’s conquest screwed up Europe for like forever
How maybe the US Revolution wasn’t really a revolution
The general stages of most revolutions
What happens after revolutions
Maroon societies
Millenarianism
Tanzimat Reforms and Self-Strengthening Movements
How Locke inspired revolutions
How factory conditions led to communism and socialism
Wollstonecraft, De Gouges and Seneca Falls’ impact on women’s rights
5.4
Migration of manual laborers
Coerced and semicoerced migrations
Indentured servitude in India and China
Convict labor in the south of the US
Temporary agricultural migrants
Ethnic enclaves
Where they were
Why they were important for migrants
Examples of how governments didn’t embrace immigrants
Chinese Exclusion Acts
White Australia Policy
5.2
Examples of transoceanic empires
How England came to own India
Pros and cons of England owning India
Colonialism in the following areas. How they were colonialized, why they were colonialized, impact of the
colonialism on the economy of the natives and the colonizers
Caribbean/Latin America
Southeast Asia
India
China
Inner Africa
Egypt
What happened before, during, and after the Boer Wars
Causes, effects
How Japan was “opened up”
How US and Russia grew their territories
Young Turks and the Turkish Revolution
Italian and German unification
Why they matter, how they happened, how nationalism influenced them
Social Darwinism
How it is related to Darwinism, why it matters , why it is flawed, what it was used for
Berlin Conference and the Scramble for Africa

Who was there. Who wasn’t. Who wasn’t colonized
Why South Africa was colonized twice
Why Shaka Zulu is awesome (don’t need to know for the test, but you need to know because he is the most
awesome human that ever lived and you probably are a human too)
South Africa after the Boer War
African National Congress
Nationalism in Egypt and how it led to the overthrow of the English
Positives and negatives of the Berlin Conference
Things that led to imperialism
Racial factors
White Man’s Burden
What it means
Explain why the sun never sets on the British Empire
Why did the Qing Dynasty collapse
What happened in the Opium Wars
How did they lead to the collapse of the Qing Dynasty
Treaty of Nanjing

